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1. BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT 

The MRDC started off as part of the Millenium Development Goals Achievement Fund (MDG-

F)“Creative Industries Support Programme” (CISP), a joint effort by United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), International Labour Organization (ILO), Food 

and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and United Nations Development Program (UNDP) in Oct 

2010. This programme was designed to strengthen local capacities and to take advantage of the 

local creative industries’ potential in order to develop and preserve performing and living arts, 

living human treasures, handicrafts, traditional music and other related creative industries, with 

a special focus on protecting Indigenous cultures and identities.  

During the first six-months of 2012, we received funds from Stephen Pfeiffer to continue our 

project. Unfortunately, the project was later placed on standby as it lacked sufficient funds to 

be fully operational. Thus, all materials were brought back to our main office.  

Thanks to a partnership with Cambodian Indigenous Youth association (CIYA), from Oct 2013, 

MRDC was able to continue its mission. Capitalizing on past experiences and 

successes/difficulties that emerged over the years the project first focused on defining a new 

strategy. Thus, the two main objectives of the first three month period were: 

 To review the project strategic framework by organizing a workshop involving all relevant 

stakeholders from the province including representatives from communities, line 

departments, Non- Government Organisation’s (NGOs), and CIYA members.  

 To prepare a new internal organization which involved mobilizing volunteers, recruiting new 

staff, organizing a new location and reviewing materials for the center.  

Unfortunately, after these first 3 months of work together we were surprised to see that, 
despite what was told to us, there was no continuation of funding support for the first six 
months of 2014 but only for the last 6 months of 2014. We have tried our best to cover this six 
month gap and we managed to get new support from Globalteer and World Wildlife Fund 
(WWF) to cover some of the costs. However, we couldn't manage to cover all of our expenses 
during this gap period which placed  the project into financial difficulties. This 



constructundermined the project’s  activities. Despite these financial issues our work still 
remained focused on three main objectives:  

1. Access to documents related to traditional knowledge and the culture of Mondulkiri 

Indigenous People’s (IPs) 

2. Raise interest in IP culture  

3. Make IP culture living (cultural revival) 

 

 

 

The new site of the MRDC office 



 

2. MAIN ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT BY THE MRDC IN 2014: 

Both staff and (local and international) volunteers have been working together to get these 

activities done.  

 

Activity  Outcomes 

Sort and catalogue the 

documents in the MRDC with 

an appropriate referencing 

system and ensuring access 

to the public 

We have reviewed the library book classification by using the 

Dewey decimal classification system for the resources at the 

MRDC library with the support from a Globalteer volunteer in 

order to provide better accessibility to these resources for 

students and researchers.  

We registered 503 visitors.  Most of these registrations were 

primarily students and volunteers who   accessed and utilized  

MRDC services.   

Formation of a volunteer 

team and community 

network to encourage 

Indigenous ownership 

10 Bunong volunteers from different locations were 

approached and invited to the training session to learn  how 

to document and promote their cultural identity. The Bunong 

volunteers  are from Dak Dam, Sre Ampoum, Pouloong, 

Memong, O Raing, and Senmonorom.  

Bunong mythology, stories 

and collection 

24 Bunong stories as told by the Bunning people  were 

collected in the Bunong language. 

Cultural events (exhibitions) 

at the MRDC 

Scenes  depicting 4 wedding ceremonies from different parts 

of Mondulkiri province were captured. 11 bilingual posters, 

Khmer and English, of the traditional Bunong wedding 

ceremony were produced and displayed at the café for 2 

months (Oct-Nov) before they were moved to the present site 

at the MRDC office.  

On the opening day of  the wedding exhibition, there were 24 

people in attendance. These comprised the  relevant 

stakeholders along with NGOs, and the Indigenous youth who 



participated in this event. During the 2 months of displaying 

the posters at the café, there were 341 visitors who came to 

the café and viewed them.  

Forum/discussions at the 

local villages 

2 village forums were held at Pou Loong and Pou Chhab 

village. These sessions were about the Bunong traditional 

wedding ceremony. and 104 people participated in these 

events. Most of the attendees included the village elder, local 

authorities (village chiefs, commune chiefs) and older people. 

Trainings on new tools to 

promote Bunong culture 

4 training sessions were held (3 days for each training session) 

and approximately 9 people participated in these training 

sessions.  

Computer and English classes 2 English classes and 2 computer classes were set up with 

around 14 students attending the English classes and 6 

students attending the computer classes for every working 

day.  

Social media applications The 4 main active social media applications were frequency 

used by the project to share its activities and to promote any 

research/resources regarding Bunong people. 65 posts were 

published (posts, shares and blog links); the number of likes 

increased from 127 to 662 from our facebook page and there 

were1045 views on our youtube channel and 35 posts were 

published with 786 views from our blog.  

 

2.1. CAPACITY BUILDING ON DOCUMENTING AND CONVEYING INDIGENOUS 

CULTURE, THROUGH THE PREPARATION OF AN EXHIBITION FOR A TRADITIONAL 

WEDDING CEREMONY.  

2.1.1. Training on IP culture documentation and promotion techniques: 

We provided 5 main training sessions  for the 10 Bunong volunteers and local staff in order to 

build their capacity in relation to the collection and promotion of their culture and tradition to 

the world. The training sessions  focused on :  



1- Understanding the basics of photographic techniques in order to be able to take better 

quality pictures while documenting cultural identities. This three day training session was led 

by a photographer from France.  

2- Introduction to the use of Photoshop and Indesign was conducted over three days by the 

same French photographer. 

3- Over two days, basic filming practices and techniques to lead interviews about traditional 

stories with Bunong Elders were given to the volunteers. The next day, trainees were taught 

how to consolidate  the data. 

4- A three day training session was also conducted with social media applications and how to 

best use them for promoting IP culture. This training was also hosted by  a French social 

media specialist. 

Staff and local volunteers get a better understanding of these topics and become familiarized 

with new ways of sharing and promoting their cultural identities after participating in these 

training sessions.  

Staff and local volunteers get a better understand on how to operate the speed and light of a 

fixed-camera when they take pictures as they previously  did not know how to take a picture of 

a waterfall that was clear and without any blurring. They felt so impressed about this new 

knowledge and skill set. Phally (a volunteer who attended the training) said “it was wonderful 

that I can make a picture of (waterfall or vehicle moving) to be clear or not clear, it seems a 

magical thing and I have never known it before”. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IP volunteer youth and Mipad staff were participating in 

the training of social media applications with a French 

specialist. 

Picture of our local volunteer with their training group 

after they finished the 3 days of training on social media 

applications 



2.1.2. Computer and English Classes 

Many tools and techniques to assist with better documention and promoting Bunong culture 

require basic English language and computer skills. The lack of capacity with our volunteers in 

these 2 domains has presented some real difficulties during the training sessions which has led 

to slow progress. This emphasizes the huge skill gaps for some of the volunteers and the low 

level of the education system. The MRDC has been looking for a way to address these issues 

and thanks to the partnership with Globalteer, we have a great opportunity to help build the 

knowledge of local people with quality English language and computer skill opportunities  

which they don’t  receive at school. We are pleased to provide a space for English and 

computer classes for both Bunong and poor students and we provide support with these 

classes.   

We have organized two English classes which correspondaccording  to different levels of skill. 

These  are always conducted by native English speakers. Two new headway text books are 

provided for use  in these two classes (pre-intermediate and beginner). Around 14 students are 

now attending these two classes every working day. More students are participating in the 

beginner class as they have more time than the students attending the pre-intermediate class.  

Two computer classes which teach basic IT notions are also available for students and are 

conducted by the MRDC Coordinator and external volunteers. During the class one computer is 

used by 2 students as we do not have enough computers for everyone. 4 to 6 students are 

attending on a daily basis with each computer class. We have just recently started these lessons  

and find that it would be a  beneficial tool to advertise the MRDC activities to young students so 

that they can benefit in a sustainable way to develop themselves and promote their culture. For 

instance: Socheat (a volunteer from Dak Dam commune who participated in a 3 day social 

media training session at the MRDC) stated that he usually came to use the computer here 

when he has free time. He said “it is great that I can share something of mine to other people in 

the world and get to know them as well by just sitting in front of this computer”. Socheat added 

“I feel more confident and less scared to touch the computer as before I always felt that I would 

break the computer when I typed on it” 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.3. Exhibition about a Bunong wedding 

A traditional Bunong wedding exhibition was conducted at the Hefalump café located under the 

MRDC’s office. 11 posters explaining how the Bunong weddings are organized nowadays, how 

they differ from Khmer weddings and how they are changing, were hung up and displayed in 

the café backyard. The posters are the main output which was obtained from  6 occasions of 

field research and documentation that included 6 different wedding ceremonies from  6 places 

over a 2 year time frame. Despite local differences which exist between village practices, the 

exhibition wanted to show the common patterns and main important features of a Bunong 

wedding.  

For the exhibition and opening ceremony, government line departments, NGOs and Bunong 

volunteers were invited. They were welcomed to share and express their ideas regarding this 

topic. People seemed very happy and appreciative of this exhibition as they felt that the 

Bunong wedding ceremony was complicated with different rules to practice. However, it was 

felt that the  MRDC documented the practice and rules and displayed them with the illustrated 

pictures. Mr. Neub, a representative from the Department of Culture and Fine Art, was very 

glad to be invited to the exhibition and he was so proud to see how well the exhibition was 

organized. “It is great to see these colorful pictures of each step and each type of Bunong 

wedding which were collected and put together with the text, I am really appreciative” Mr. 

Neub said. The participants were also strongly supportive of the project and for it to continue 

its mission of documenting and advertising the Bunong culture and tradition. Mr. Soeung, a 

CIYA representative from Mondulkiri province said. “It seems a small part of Bunong culture 

which has been documented and promoted but it is a starting point and it is great to start from 

this small contribution for our Bunong culture and heritage”.  

English classes with our international volunteers from Globalteer 



We kept these posters at the Hefalump cafe for 2 months in order to provide information to 

Mondulkiri visitors about Bunong culture. The posters were then moved to the MRDC office. 

During the 2 months period when these posters were displayed  , we registered 341 visitors 

exhibition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

People from line departments, CIYA representative, NGOs and IP volunteers participating in the 

opening ceremony of the Bunong wedding exhibition 



2.1.4. International Volunteers 

We worked closely with 8 individual international volunteers from different backgrounds. 

Among them, 5 volunteers from Globalteer mainly helped us with the English proofreading of 

the English versions of all the resources that we translated from Bunong to English. They also 

helped us with photographic and sound documentation while we were recording interviews. 

Additionally, they shared their ideas to help us develop this project. One volunteer from the 

organisation Planete Urgence was a social media specialist and trained MRDC volunteers and 

staff about social media applications. We learned more knowledge and skills about how to 

improve these applications as well as to promote the culture of Bunong people through them. 

Finally, we had 2 French volunteers; one of them trained the MRDC staff and volunteers on 

photographic techniques and the other one trained us on how to create and manage our blog 

(www.mondulkiricentre.wordpress.com ). This blog is actually linked with the project’s 

Facebook page so that any new post published on the blog is automatically posted onto the  

Facebook page. It’s been a great support for the local staff and volunteers to develop crucial 

technical skills which improve this project.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staff and volunteers (local and international) after finishing their trainings photography 

techniques and social media applications 

http://www.mondulkiricentre.wordpress.com/


2.2. COLLECTION OF MYTHOLOGICAL STORIES: THE BASIS OF THE COMMON 

IDENTITY AND HISTORY OF INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS.  

During the last year the MRDC team managed to collect 24 different stories from 1 town and 4 

districts of Mondulkiri province by taking pictures and recording the voices of the story tellers. 

These stories were obtained from interviews conducted with 20 people; most of them are 

women and the elders in villages. From these stories we can see that Bunong people deeply 

believe in spiritual things and from generation to generation, they strictly practice and follow 

the beliefs from their ancestors. They have their taboo areas and places for each village. 

However, currently some  of these places have been unfortunately taken by companies’.. They 

believe that if people from their village became sick, it would be caused by the spirits of their 

taboo place or forest (as the spirit was not happy with that person). So they immediately ask 

their village elder to search for the cause and organize the relevant/appropriate ceremony for 

that spirit This knowledge could be passed onto other people, especially a new generation of 

Bunong. This method means that the knowledge could be kept for a longer time than the 

previous way of sharing utilized in the past as this was transmitted to the young people orally. 

Accordingly, we can see how do Bunong people live, what their community looks like, how their 

leadership works, how they practice their traditional beliefs etc, etc. Thus, it is very important 

to keep this alive amongst other cultures. It is great to collect and document as much as 

possible because it seems less and less people will be able to tell this to us. However, if this 

knowledge is only orally documented, without being written down or orally or visually 

documented, the original will be cut out step by step and through time until finally this really 

beautiful culture and the Bunong identity won’t remain. It will be gone forever as well as the 

people in the not too distant  future.  

In contrast, It was hard too for the MRDC team to get the people to  share these stories 

because it was difficult to find a person who can tell the story. Additionally, they often didn’t  

like to tell us the story if we didn’t pay them any incentive when we were  able to find a person 

who could tell the stories. We also experienced that some people didn’t want to tell the stories 

during the day time as it is a taboo. Some stories and songs can’t be told or sung unless we 

celebrate with a ceremony for them (by using a chicken and jar wine at least). 

14 stories among these 24 were translated from Bunong to Khmer and 12 stories were 

translated from Khmer to English. Those 12 English versions were proof read by different 

international volunteers of Globalteer whom were all native English speakers. These 12 stories 

are produced as bilingual posters (Khmer-English) and uploaded on MRDC social media. Then a 

copy of each story has been displayed at the MRDC office in an effort to promote Bunong 

culture at the provincial level and to keep  these  stories alive and easily accessible for local 



people, especially the younger generation. Another copy was  given to the elder who told us 

these stories as it is also a tool to advertise their unique culture at their village level. This is also 

a way to encourage Bunong people to share and preserve their identities by creating valuable 

physical objects which they can use to proudly advertise their culture. 

We are also currently producing 2 video clips showing Bunong stories obtained from the 24 

stories that we have previously mentioned. The first story speaks about a god that transforms 

into a snake to seduce a woman. The second story is about an orphan that became an elephant 

hunter. Both stories have English titles at the beginning of the clip and then people telling the 

story in the Bunong language. 

 

 

 

Those posters, video clips and pictures illustrating  each activity and event were posted in our 

social media applications such as: 

Staff and Bunong volunteers conducting interviews of Bunong story telling with the elders at 

Dak Dam commune  



- Blog: http://mondulkiricentre.wordpress.com/  

- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MondulkiriMRDC?ref=hl  

- Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=mondulkiri%27mrdc 

- Issuu: http://issuu.com/_mrdc_  

 

2.3. EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW WAYS OF TRANSMISSION OF TRADITIONAL 

KNOWLEDGE BY SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF EVENTS AT THE VILLAGE LEVEL 

BASED ON EXHIBITIONS .   

2 Village forums about Bunong weddings were organized at 2 different villages (The provinces 

of Pou Loong and Pou Chhab) in order to; verify the information collected during field work, 

discuss the contemporary changes which are affecting Bunong culture and to build a dialogue 

between the old and new generations regarding this essential cultural institution.  

100 local people joined these two events during the day and people were free to come to see 

the exhibition during the evening. Most villagers who attended were village elders, local 

authorities and elders. Elder people had a chance to share their knowledge and to learn more 

about their wedding ceremonies as the way that weddings are celebrated is a bit different from 

place to place.  

It was a great chance for the young Bunong people to understand their culture and question 

their elders about it. A question from Mr. Nhareub Krek, a villager from Pou Long, was raised, 

“how does the proposal happen? Is it organized by the parents or it is depended on the 

suggestion from their children?” and the reply from  Mr. Creb Blev(the village elder and the 

forum leader), was that “when their children fall in love with som- one  then those children will 

suggest to their parents that there is a  proposal event”. However, it seems that the younger 

generation were less involved than their elders. Elders from these two villages showed a strong 

interest inthe exhibition and the MRDC work. They were very pleased to see that this type of 

forum was being held with their communities and contributing dialogue about their culture. 

The documents produced by the MRDC, posters and photos make them proud of their own 

culture.  

We suggested that it would be wonderful if we could document and promote more things from 

their culture such as rice seeds and the elephant ceremony. It would be brilliant to help them 

http://mondulkiricentre.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/MondulkiriMRDC?ref=hl
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=mondulkiri%27mrdc
http://issuu.com/_mrdc_


preserve their culture and it will still be alive even though they are gone. One village was left 

with a copy of these posters so that people will have more opportunities to see them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

Despite some difficulties with implementing the project, overall this year has seen great 

progress and the MRDC is now running again and providing great services to the Mondulkiri 

population, especially for the young Bunong people. Indeed, we have received over 500 visitors 

during the year which mostly comprised young Bunong volunteers coming to learn new skills, 

knowledge and experimenting with new ways of communicating about their culture. The 

English and computer classes have shown good success too and will be continued in the future. 

Another great achievement of the year was the organization of the forum discussion/s about 

the traditional Bunong wedding at the village level. This was greatly appreciated by the Bunong 

elders and was very rewarding for them to see that their culture is being documented and 

preserved and discussed. Culture is also a very important factor for the development of 

Indigenous People and that should not be considered any less than any other aspects. The 

important socio economic changes affecting people in the area is putting immense pressure on 

their way of life and in that particular regard it is also important to bring discussions and to 

document their culture as a way of better understanding, maintaining and retaining local 

identity. 

Village elders, local authorities and villagers from Pou Loong and Pou Chhab villages are 

participating in the village forums about the traditional Bunong wedding ceremony 



However, the project could have brought more results but it has faced several difficulties such 

as:  

First of all, we have a limited budget regarding human resources so that one of the the project 

staff can’t work full time on the project. Therefore, he didn’t have enough time to translate all 

the stories that we had planned and could not manage enough time to put English subtitle to 

the two stories. This will be done during the first month of 2015. Another important task that 

we could not accomplish was the translation into Bunong scripts as we lack human resource 

and the  capacity to do This. In this regard we plan to collaborate with the NGO - ICC who have 

developed Bunong scripts. We require  more human resources for next year if we want to up-

scale  our activities. 

Secondly, we had difficulties working with the Bunong volunteers. The main volunteer that 

helped us with running the center did not show sufficient motivation. Frequently, the volunteer  

came late or and would notinform us in advance when this would occur. The Bunong volunteer 

was not really interested in gaining more knowledge or to improve her skills related to 

preserving and promoting Bunong cultural identity. She didn’t seriously attend computer and 

English classes and had never tried to improve her work. The other 10 volunteers who joined 

the 4 main training sessions that we organized during the year never had enough time for us 

when we invited them to come to training, join in field work or to translate or contextualize 

from Bunong to Khmer. Only a few of them came to English classes with the International 

volunteers. We observed that more Khmer people have been trying to maximize these 

opportunities rather than the  Bunong. Our Bunong volunteers would prefer to be paid and are 

less interested in being volunteers even if it is a great opportunity to learn and get new skills.   

Thirdly, we had no funds for the first 6 month of the project implementation so we could not 

lead activities that were in the original planning proposal.  We are lacked funds to buy materials 

for improving the quality of our documenation activities such as a film camera, headsets, 

microphone, camera light. If the centre was to have  better material his would undoubtably  

assist in producing  better documents and attracting more people to get to know about the 

Bunong culture by providing  greater  visibility and improved self esteem for the Bunong 

themselves. 

Finally, the CIYA representative in Phnom Penh and Mondulkiri province do not seem  to care 

about the cultural issues as they were always very slow to answer our questions and invitations.  

 

  



4. LOOKING FORWARD  

We are going to continue with any researchwhich is  related to the Bunong people and 

contemporary cultural issues within the Mondulkiri province . We plan to have one exhibition 

about musical instruments at the provincial level and hold 3 village forums about traditional 

music and how it is passed onto new generations at 3 different villages. We are going to collect 

more Bunong stories in the Bunong language and produce trilingual posters from these stories. 

We will select new Bunong student/s and volunteers who are really motivated and want to 

work for this project and are eager to develop their capacities/knowledge related to preserving 

their cultural identity. These new volunteers will be trained throughout the year and at the end 

of 2015 they will have their own capacity to share and promote their culture though new ways 

and tools. We look forward to working closely with our relevant stakeholders especially the 

Department of Culture and Fine Arts and the Department of Rural Development.   

 

    


